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dalforma
A dalforma (Song Form) a zenei gondolatok egyszerû, szimmetrikus szerkezetû megformálása.
Elnevezése ellenére nem csak dal [1]okban, hanem a hangszeres zené [2]ben is a forma [3]i tagolás
alaptípusa.
A legkisebb dalforma két ismétlõdõ szakaszból áll.
A háromszakaszos hagyományos dalforma részei: téma [4]-középrész-téma (verse [5], chorus [6]
verse).
►AABA [7], forma [3]
Tamás megjegyzései: [[Song form]]: A musical form with two contrasting themes A and B, thus-- A
(8 bars); A repeated; B (8 bars); A repeated. The three A's have slightly different endings
(turnarounds). Another common form may be called song form also, ABAB' (the second B starting
like the first but ending differently). Most older standards are in song form. . . popular song forms
The American popular song form derives from a long history of European folk song, theater music,
and light opera, and was modified in America by Broadway musicals, African American folk songs,
the blues, and other musics. The most common popular song forms played in jazz are of the AABA,
32-bar type, the 32-bars divided into eight-bar phrases ("The Man I Love" or "I Got Rhythm" are
typical). The B section of these songs is called the bridge (or the release, or the channel), and its
words, melody, and harmony contrast to the A sections. Popular song forms can also be divided into
4-bar phrases, and they may be 16-, 32-, or 64-bars long. Other forms also exist, such as AABA and
ABAC. In earlier times popular songs were divided into two parts, the verse (whose words set the
scene for what was to come and whose melody was freer and nonrepetitive) and the refrain (whose
words and melody were usually repeated with small variations in every chorus. By the late 1920s the
verse had begun to be dropped in performance, and by the 1940s it was not even written as part of
the song, turning songs into vignettes whose titles were often repeated as a "hook" ("Blue Moon," for
example, or "It Might as Well Be Spring"), leaving only the refrain. The words, melody, and harmonic
structure of popular songs all function together to continually recycle back to the beginning to repeat
again. (The fade-out at the end of many recordings of popular songs is recognition that the form is
capable of being repeated forever.) http://ccnmtl.columbia.edu/projects/jazzglossary/about.html
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